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biology: 1892 vs. 1995 



biology: 1892 vs. 1995 

new toolset, new mindset 



new toolset, new mindset

“These are indeed exciting times, not unlike the early days 
of recombinant DNA in the 1970s, in which a 

biology: 1892 vs. 1995revolutionary new technology permitted entirely new 
questions about the nature of genes to be raised. This 
challenge is new to biology, and its resolution will require, 
in addition to existing paradigms of molecular biology, 
new sets of analytical tools... disciplines outside of biology 
will be required to collaborate on this problem.” 



genetics: 1837 vs. 2012
 

ML toolset; data science mindset 



genetics: 1837 vs. 2012
 

ML toolset; data science mindset
 

arxiv.org/abs/1105.5821 ; github.com/rajanil/mkboost
 

http://arxiv.org/abs/1105.5821
http://github.com/rajanil/mkboost


data science: mindset & toolset 
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1851 



news: 20th century 

church state 



churchchurch 
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news: 20th century 

church state 



news: 21st century 

church state 

data 



1851 1996 

newspapering: 1851 vs. 1996 



2015

example:

millions of views per hour







 

"...social activities generate large quantities of potentially
valuable data...The data were not generated for the 
purpose of learning; however, the potential for learning 
is great’’ 



 

"...social activities generate large quantities of potentially
valuable data...The data were not generated for the 
purpose of learning; however, the potential for learning 
is great’’ - J Chambers, Bell Labs,1993, “GLS” 



data science: the web 



data science: the web 

is your “online presence” 



data science: the web 

is a microscope 



data science: the web 

is an experimental tool 



1851 1996 

newspapering: 1851 vs. 1996 vs. 2008 

2008 



“a startup is a temporary organization in search of a 

repeatable and scalable business model” —Steve Blank
 



every publisher is now a startup
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church state 

data 



news: 21st century
 

church state 

data 



learnings
 



 

learnings 

- descriptive modeling 
- predictive modeling 
- prescriptive modeling 



(actually ML, shhhh…) 

- (unsupervised learning) 
- (supervised learning) 
- (reinforcement learning) 



(actually ML, shhhh…)

2012; h/t michael littman
 



(actually ML, shhhh…)
Supervised

Learning 

Reinforcement 
Learning 

Unsupervised
Learning 

(reports) 

2012; h/t michael littman
 



 

learnings 

- descriptive modeling 
- predictive modeling 
- prescriptive modeling 



descriptive/predictive/prescriptive
 



descriptive modeling, e.g,
 

cf. daeilkim.com ; import bnpy
 

http://daeilkim.com


driving question: what content should
we translate in which countries? 

cf. daeilkim.com ; import bnpy
 

http://daeilkim.com


recommendation as inference
 



recommendation as inference
 

bit.ly/AlexCTM
 

http://bit.ly/AlexCTM


CTM generative model: 
r: clicks 
w: words 
u: user-topic association 
v: article-topic association 

Chong & Blei, SIGKDD 2011
 



Chong & Blei. SIGKDD 2011

related: learning phenotypes from EHR
 



Chong & Blei. SIGKDD 2011

related: learning phenotypes from EHR
 



driving question:
 
what should we show users?
 



learnings 

 

- descriptive modeling
- predictive modeling
- prescriptive modeling 

- descriptive modeling
 
- predictive modeling 
- prescriptive modeling
 



work w/Daeil Kim & Hiroko Tabuchi
 



work w/Daeil Kim & Hiroko Tabuchi
 



work w/Daeil Kim & Hiroko Tabuchi
 



driving question: which records should she investigate?
 

work w/Daeil Kim & Hiroko Tabuchi
 



predictive modeling, e.g.,
 

cf. modelingsocialdata.org
 

http://modelingsocialdata.org


predictive modeling, e.g.,
 

“the funnel”
 

cf. modelingsocialdata.org 

http://modelingsocialdata.org


interpretable predictive modeling
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cf. modelingsocialdata.org
 

http://modelingsocialdata.org


interpretable predictive modeling
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cf. modelingsocialdata.org 

arxiv.org/abs/q-bio/0701021 

http://modelingsocialdata.org
http://arxiv.org/abs/q-bio/0701021


driving question: can we influence these?
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cf. modelingsocialdata.org
 

http://modelingsocialdata.org


optimization & learning, e.g.,
 

“How The New York Times Works “popular mechanics, 2015
 



optimization & prediction, e.g.,
 

(some models)

(s
om
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) 

“newsvendor problem,” literally (+prediction+experiment)
 



driving question: how many copies to send?
 

(some models)
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“newsvendor problem,” literally (+prediction+experiment)
 



predicting engagement
 



w/“audience development” team
 



w/“audience development” team
 



w/“audience development” team
 

leverage methods which are predictive yet performant
 



boosting, approx 12.6K citations
 



driving question: which content 
should we promote, where and when? 



driving questions: 

- which stories to translate? 
- which stories to recommend to which people?

- which records to investigate?
- which behaviors should we try to influence?

- how many copies to send to which stores?
- which stories to promote, when + where? 



driving questions:
 

- which stories to translate? 
- which stories to recommend to which people?

- which records to investigate?
- which behaviors should we try to influence?

- how many copies to send to which stores?
- which stories to promote, when + where? 

- what drug/treatment should this patient get? 
- what gene should I knock out? 



prescriptive modeling
 



prescriptive modeling
 

1. slow: 
- via generative modeling & importance sampling
 

2. fast: 
- via generative modeling & online optimization
 



prescriptive modeling
 

e.g., set *your* hospital’s good (personalized) policy using
health records from *their* hospital (w/different policy & 
outcomes, but same patient distribution) 



“off policy value estimation” 
(cf. “causal effect estimation”) 
(cf. “inverse propensity weight”) 

 
N


1 1[ai = h(xi, #)]
µ̂ = E+(Y ) =  

X 
yi

N p-(ai|xi)i=1
 

cf. Langford `08-`16; 
Horvitz & Thompson `52; 
Holland `86 



 

“off policy value estimation” 
(cf. “causal effect estimation”) 
(cf. “inverse propensity weight”) 

 
N


1 1[ai = h(xi, #)]
µ̂ = E+(Y ) =  

X 
yi

N p-(ai|xi)i=1
 

Vapnik’s razor
 
“When solving a (learning) problem of interest, 

do not solve a more complex problem as an

intermediate step.”
 



prescriptive modeling
 

1. slow: 
- via generative modeling & importance sampling
 

2. fast: 
- via generative modeling & online optimization
 



real-time A/B -> “bandits”
 

GOOG blog:
 

cf. modelingsocialdata.org
 

http://modelingsocialdata.org


thompson sampling & “bandits”
 

616 citations, 1933
 



summary: 
pay attention to: 

1.people

2.ideas
 
3.things
 

cf. USAF 



descriptive:	 Explore 

Learningpredictive: 

Test 

prescriptive:	 Optimizing
 

Reporting
 



Explore
 

Learning
 

descriptive: 

predictive: 

Test 

Optimizingprescriptive: 

Reporting
 



data skills 

data science and… 

- data engineering 
- data analytics 
- data embeds 
- data product 
- data governance 
- data multiliteracies 

cf. “data scientists at work”, ch 1 



data skills

data science and…

- data analytics
- data engineering
- data embeds
- data product
- data multiliteracies

data science and… and… 

- data analytics 
- data engineering 
- data embeds 
- data product 
- data multiliteracies 

nota bene! 

these are 3 *separate* skill sets;
academia often conflates the 3. 
In industry these are* 

- 3 related functions 
- 3 collaborating teams 

cf. “data scientists at work”, ch 1

* or at least @ NYT, 2016 
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data science: mindset & toolset 

drew conway, 2010 



 
modern history:
 

2009
 



modern history:
2009 















high school!
 





complementary/experiential education?
 



complementary/experiential education?
 

see also: http://bit.ly/hackNY15vid
 

http://bit.ly/hackNY15vid
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